Decrease of Cardiac Base Rotation in 2D Speckle Tracking Indicates Drug-induced Cardiomyopathy After Chemotherapy in Children With Cancer.
Drug-induced cardiomyopathy can be life-threatening in patients with cancer. Our objective was to explore early detection of drug-induced cardiomyopathy in children with cancer. We enrolled pediatric outpatients diagnosed with cancer between 2012 and 2013. In addition, we recruited pediatric outpatients in good general condition without cardiac disease or cancer, as controls. We measured the serum levels of biomarkers and performed chest radiography, electrocardiography, and ultrasound cardiography (UCG). We analyzed left ventricular (LV) torsion and torsion-related parameters using 2-dimensional (2D) speckle tracking on UCG. In total, 35 pediatric patients were enrolled. All patients showed negative findings for plasma troponin T, radiography, and electrocardiography. During 2D speckle tracking, 9 patients were excluded due to inappropriate dynamic echo images. We compared UCG findings between 26 patients and 16 controls. Although there was no difference in ejection fraction between patients and controls, peak LV torsion tended to be lower in patients than in controls, and the absolute basal rotation value at the timing of peak LV torsion was significantly lower in patients than in controls. In conclusion, a decrease of basal rotation in 2D speckle tracking might indicate the initial changes leading to myocardial disorder after chemotherapy.